IOC provides new fund of USD 10 million per Olympiad

A fund of USD 10 million per Olympiad has been allocated to continue to support the successful work of the Olympic Movement Unit on the Prevention of the Manipulation of Competitions. The fund will reinforce the monitoring around the Olympic Games and
Youth Olympic Games, and will expand the number of monitored events organised by International Federations (IFs) and multi-sport events organisers.

Discover more

Meet Believe in Sport ambassador Mweetwa Nchimunya Abishai!

Mweetwa from Zambia is a former professional football player and a Believe in Sport ambassador, educating peers about the threat of competition manipulation. When he played football internationally, his performance attracted the attention of match-fixers, leading to his arrest and global ban from football. This career- and life-changing incident prompted him to prevent other sporting talents from getting trapped.

Read about Mweetwa’s mission
Empowering the Believe in Sport ambassadors

Last month, the IOC delivered a specific training on the theme of intelligence and investigations to its network of ambassadors.

Find out more →

Prevention at multi-sport events

The OM Unit PMC, together with ambassadors, has helped to prevent competition manipulation at the recent Southern African Games and the Winter EYOF.

Read more →

NOCs in action

Discover recent action examples of how NOCs have continued to play their part in fighting competition manipulation and working together with key stakeholders to increase efficiency and impact.

Learn more →
What's new?

Following the recent update of the OM Code PMC, the corresponding model rules for NOCs, IFs, NFs and multi-sport event organisers have also undergone a fresh revision.

Check the model rules

Coming up

Some exciting events and learning opportunities for Olympic Movement stakeholders are coming up, including seminars for NOCs, an integrity seminar with ULIS, and a UNODC workshop.

Save the dates
Activity update from IPACS

Find out about: the first meeting of the newly composed IPACS Steering Committee; the finalised guidelines on the delivery of Games infrastructure and associated services, as well as a related online tool; and a new legislative guide that analyses anti-bribery standards and laws internationally.

Discover more
What's next?
Learn more details about some upcoming key events, such as IPACS’ participation in the EU Sport Forum and the annual plenary meeting of the EPAS, and more.
Read more

Did you know?
The IOC Basic Universal Principles of Good Governance were upgraded in September 2022 by the IOC Executive Board, strengthening important aspects.
Find out about the updates

A first!
In case you missed it: IPACS’ efforts are mentioned in the United Nations (UN) General Assembly’s recent Resolution “Sport as an enabler of sustainable development” (A/77/L.28). For the first time, the General Assembly notes “the efforts of the International Partnership against Corruption in Sport established in 2017” when it comes to fighting risks of corruption at major sport events.
Read more
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